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SPIELMATERIAL
1 Playing board of 8 pieces
42 Demand cards
12 Lokomotiv cards
6 Ferry cards
52 Load chips
3 Building costs cheet

3 Ware cheets
1 Tax-O-Meter
3 Lokomotiv token
3 Crayons
Play money

STANDARD RULES
All "Empiere Builder" be valid for this game - exept following rules.
GAME PARTS

Playing Board - The board must be cut into the eight six-sided pieces. Each piece showes an island or a
part of an island. Every new game you may put them together to create a new map. The two half-islands have
to lay together . The pieces shows land-mileposts and sea-mileposts (blue stars). No railroute and no train
can cross the sea-mileposts (exept: Sea Bridges). To move on the sea you may use ferries.
Demand Cards - They showes three demands, as usual, but no profits. To determine a profit you may use the
Tax-O-Meter.
Tax-O-Meter - To determine a profit take the Tax-O-Meter and gauge the distance between the demand city
and the nearest source city (the center if it is a big city). Lay the Tax-O-Meter along the mileposts as if you
build a route. The determined distance plus a bonus amount to the profit. The bonuses are:
+1 for all deliveries across the sea,
+1 for Gold and
+2 for Textiles.
Trains - There are four type of train in the game:
Typ
A
B-6
B-9
C-9

teh "Wilde 13"
the "Emma"
the Fraight
the Haevy fraigth

Speed
6 Mileposts per turn
6 Mileposts per turn
9 Mileposts per turn
9 Mileposts per turn

Capacity
2 Loads
3 Loads
2 Loads
3 Loads

Ferries - There are two type of ferries in the game:
Typ
1.
2.

the Ferry
the Clipper

Speed
9 Mileposts per turn
12 Mileposts per turn

Fee
.
2 Mio.$
3 Mio$

PREPERATION
Shuffle the ferry cards and set them aside as the ferry pile.
Each player starts with 30 Mio.$, a "Wilde 13" train, a train token and a crayon. He also gains five demand
cards, chooses three of them and discard the other cards. Shuffle the remaining cards for the demand pile.
MOVMENT
How to use a ferry - A player who wants cross the sea between the islands may end his train movement in a
habor. then he draw a ferry card and pay the fee shows on the card. He can use this ferry only for one
passage. Next turn he moves the ferry on the sea-mileposts. When he arrives a harbour, he discards the
ferry and may moves his train with normal speed (if he can).
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DEMANDS
If the demand pile is empty, shuffle it.
RAIL BUILDING
Harbours - A harbour may connected by two players. The connecting costs are 2 Mio.$.
Building on new islands - To build on a new island, you have to cross the sea to a harbour on this island.
If you own a Clipper (see below) you can build tracks from each harbour, but only once per turn.
Sea Bridges - You may build bridges on sea-mileposts to connect two islands or cross a large ocean inlet.
Sea Bridges costs 10 Mio.$ for each sea-milepost.
Building ferries - Instead of building tracks or improving a train you may build a own Ferry for 20
Mio.$. The Ferry may then improved to a Clipper for 20 Mio.$.

END OF GAME
The Game ends if a player has 250 Mio.$ in cash, a Clipper and if his lines connects all big cities. This
player wins.
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